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ASK FOR RECEIVER.
BEAT HER hU5AND.
tiona have not changed materially. It
Mrs
is probable that a military train will
Hinuhamton, N. Y., May 31
Denver, Colo., May 31. Application
be sent north this afternoon and that
.Vary initial of this oi(y is believed lu
for a receiver for the Denver, Ira-ml- e
be the first suffragist in the Vnrwd
the Germans will go on it.
and Northwestern railroad today
States to he given a penitPiir.iiry
A train will go south from Juarez
was made by attorneys representing
sentence for husband heating.
She
tomorrow. The federals are operating
diwas arrested on a warrant obumtrt
north of Jimenez with cavalry, one
the faction of stockholders and
Mr.
small detachment yesterday entering
by
Dubai, who eomplainel tiiat.
rectors 'who gained control by the
In n fit of rage she gave him a so'ind
Santa Rosalia. The rebels made no
Denelection of William C Green of
effort to hold the place. Jose Cordova,
beating;.
City JndgS Albert
D.
Moore,
V.
and
ver, as president,
found her guilty and denor.i
secretary general of the revolution,
o CUBAN
INSURRECTO
LEADERS of Wichita, Kan., J. E. McCarty. of PRIMARIES BEING OVER ROOSE
HOUSE ENGAGES IN that if women desired men's preroga- AMERICAN CONSUL AT CHIHUA. last night conferred with General
NATIONAL
lien- HUA INSTRUCTED TO CONFER
VELT STARTS A FUSS ABOUT
GIVE RECEIPTS FOR CONFIStives they should also have nine's
,in Rachlmba regarding methods
LIVELY DEBATE UPON THE
Enid. Okla.. Peter Mangold, of
was oppos
Orozco
for
a
when
found
oi
loan,
WITH
pnuishments
raising
REBEL
LEADER
CATED
CONVENTION TICKETS
guilty
PROPERTY
ui
Inane
anil
i
v0h
SUBJECT.
bnochey,
UIUgLUU,
violation of law. He always
ed to the use of any coercive methods.
lhe
as directors,
Abilene, Kan.,
severely with wife beaters, hs
ri-F. N. liriggs WANTS CG'I!ITTEE ADMITTED
succeed
vir-!s
new
directors
ap
BLAMED
MEAN
THEY
SHOWS
BUSINESS
and
ARE
MEN
MANY
accordingly he sentenced aej to
H.
Denver.
n
n
Uonrv rt
three months in the penitentiary.
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SOMETHING DOING

REOEL MOVEMENT

RECIPROCITY

EXPECTED FROf,

LOOKS TO DE

SCHEME?

OROZCO

SERIOOS

EVERY

LITTLE

MUTE

rlr-a- lt

ip'iT

IT WAS ROOSE-

DEMOCRATS SAY
VELT AND PRESIDENT
TAFT.

m

Iiilusieial Vilnius

IT WILL BE DETERMINED WHETHER NOT THE GENERAL IN-

TOUGH LUCK.

Chicago. May 31. The wholesale
SPIRED THEM
price of beer is to be raised SO cents
a barrel tomorrow, Recording to announcement made by the official or- ADVANCE - GUARD
IS MOVING
REPUEL1CANSMENTI0N CLARK
gan ot the local brewers association.
This Is tne third Increase witnm
CHANCES FOR eight months. Increases in the price FEDERAL ARMY HAS NOW REACHTHE COLONEL'S
of barley and malt were given as rea
ED A POINT NEAR
ELECTION TERMED SLIGHT

r
D. M.
CHAIRMAN
NEW
REFUSES TO
TROOPS ARE SO Patton of Golden, and
is
The action
Kan.
of
Bison,
GRANT REQUEST, ACTING UPSPLIT UP AS TO BE OF VERY
a friendly suit.
ON PRECEDENT
LITTLE USE
Roth-wilde-

UELFiNG THE REBELS

GOVERNMENT

BOTHERSOME SECT IN SAN DIEGO
ACCUSED OF MEDDLING IN
U.
MEXICO

S.

SHIPS

BE

TO

SENT

BOOSTING

TINSLEV

FIGHT

TQ

BE

CARRIED

U?

FOR OLD EOSSIE IF THE PASTEBOARDS ARE NOT
San Diego, Calif., May
SMALL GUNBOATS WILL LAND
was
General U. S. Webb, who
FORTHCOMING ROW WILL OCMARINES IN THE TROUBLEforced by official business to cease his
sons.
CUR IN CONVENTION
DISTRICT
SOME
BY GEORGIAN.
SAYS
EXPERT
AGRICULTURAL
personal investigation of the IndusOF
SALVATION
BE
WILL
SHE
trial Workers of the World disturbNEW MEXICO.
31. American ances,
Washington,
May
Chicago, May 31. The ticket tan
Washington, May 31. The arrival ,.:
Washington, May '31.
HOW WILL NEW YORK
temporarily, was expected to
Consul Letcher at Chihuahua has-befor Canadian reciprocity
return to resume his probe either uenerai Monteagudo at tie front as
gle continued to furnish excitement
"The cow will be the salvation ot at republican
instructed by the state department to tomorrow or Monday, according to an
national convention
In the house today during con
of the Cuban
...
...
.
DINE?
.. ., .. . , .
;
MANAGE
TO
farmers of New Mexico," said headquarters. Denial of Senator JosOrozthe
with
take up
General Pascual
sideration of the military academy
anuouncenient today by Raymond Benco, the rebel leader, the inflammatory jamin, his chief, deputy.
ed here. His success or failure Is ex Professor J. D. Tinsley, Santa Fe eph Dixon's statement that he has
Representative
appropriation bill.
expert, this morning, asked for tickets for Colonel RooseEhackleford of Missouri, democrat, ALL THE WAITERS IN THE- - CITY articles which have been coming from
Secret asents for both the American pected to forecast the ahiiit. of the agricultural
sooner
that they learn this velt's personal use and had been reand
the
the rebel zone regarding
to
.vith
federal
the
were
asserted that the reciprocity bill, a
said
cope
government
and Mexican governments
ARE ABOUT TO GO ON
the better. "The cow gave the farm fused was made by Colonel Harry S.
sentiment on the part of the reb- today to be in San Diego. The for- situation.
repeal of which was placed on the
STRIKE.
els because of the attitude of the Uni- mer were supposed to be learning of
Should the rebel bands continue to ers of Kansas their start and she will New, chairman of the
bouse metal tariff revision bill oy
ted States in not allowing arms and the methods of the Industrial Workers attack foreign property it is possible do the same for New Mexico. Mr. on arrangements for the convention.
the senate, was the work of Presi
New York, May 31. New
Yorii
ammunition to 'cross the international in the
"I wish to deny Senator Dixon'3
dent Taft and a "former president."
Tinsley was unable to remain in Las
"free speech" cam- that the United States will send
of evstrike
a
faces
possible
today
will public statement that he asked for
Representative Prince of Illinois, re- ery union waiter and cook in the city. boundary line. Consul Letcher will paign here and the latter it was stat- fleet of small vessels to various poiuts Vegas any length of time, but
publican, retorted that the democrat- Two thousand waiters from a dozen consult with Orozco to determine ed, were in San Diego to ascertain bordering on the rebel zones to have return to the Meadow City the latter- 250 tickets to the convention for the
whether the articles were in any way whether any aid was being given to marines on hand for Immediate action. part of next week and on Friday at- personal use of Colonel .F.iLteV!t,'
ic speaker of the house was a bedhotels and restaurants are
famous
reciThe fact that the rebel leaders in ternoon will meet the mesa farmers said Colonel New. "The teleirram
inspired. He is directed to report im- - the revolutionists in Mexico by al
fellow of President Taft on the
now on strike and unless they win
his
of
the
result
investigathe
mediately
Of
present revolution, are felving ie- in the school house at Mlshawaka received from Senator Dixon read:
Industrial
the
procity question.
their-- fght for higher wages, shorter tions. The American consul at Jua- leged members
for propeity taken In the name and will give an instructive talk on 'For the us of the Roosevelt nationInsisted the people
Mr. Prince
ceipts
Workers.
hours and recognition of their ln'.uu rez reports Increasing resentment o
of
Is beliuvjj hero to Indi- the cow, further explaining his state- al committee.' I do not want to be
would hold the democrats responsiEstenoz,
Tefct
To
Ordinance
within twenty-fou- r
hours, their lead- the part of the rebels there toward3
cate that the movement is an oruuiz ment of this morning.
the
of
ble. Representative" Lloyd backed ers have
tests
put in the position of having been
further
for
Plans
promised to order a general Americans.
With the "starting of the Las Ve discourteous to Colonel Roosevelt or
Mr. Schackelford in reiterating that
of Sau Diego ed and an earnest one.
ordinauce
oh"
"move
walkout.
In army circles here the failure of gas creamery, which is to be run in any other distinguished citizen. Ia
President Taft, "fathered the measwere discussed today by members of
This order, according to Edwarl
Advance Federals Near Chihuahua
Cuban federal forces to make a
the
ure upon the advice of an
conjunction with the Crystal Ice denying Senator Dixon's request, I
ue San Diego branch of the socialist
Blochlinger, financial secretary of the
El Paso, Texas, May 31. -- The adbelieved
Mr. Prince, then spoke
the
rebels
is
haadway
against
an
company plant, the farmers in this simply followed the precedent estab-said
that
attempt
party. ihey
would call from their places vance
Roosevelt and union,
guard of the Mexican federals irouabjy would be made '.y Alcxan-ue- r to .be due to the fact that the govern section will be given an opportunity lished by my predecessors in the na-- ,'
of Colonel
cooks and waiters in every hotel not has reched a point five miles south of
Representative Hardwlck of Georgia
li vme, a aowialist leader of Lo ment forces have been compelled to to secure cows and will have a place tlonal committee and carryied oiit the
affected and extend also to Santa Rosalia, and 100 miles southlnf
chided blm for coming out at such already
other speakers to ad- - place themselves on the, defensive by to dispose of their milk to advantage, rule that no tickets should be allotted
AJfieka,
employes of hundreds of restaurants rijiii'iiluia;
a laio uate iOi ine coronet.
up and .attempting to fur i'he creamery company has already re to the roarageftof presidential candK'
4 M JU
Aid
BrfAa'
ljliuriii
lunch" establishment.! ceived today from General Huerta by
nish
small
"He Is the only wild man in the and "quick
detachments to many for ceived a shipment of two car loads of dates. If Colonel 'Iloosevelt.: should
retitiicied district.
food at popular prices.
E. C. Llorente, the Mexican consul
which are demanding dairy stock .and has placed these make appllcatiott
country who has advocated the re- serving
eign
forf a "reasonable-numbeproperties
no
While
information
to
as
positive
Approximately 1,000 negroes are in here. Prospects of a battle for at least
call of judicial decisions," asserted
.
protection.
of tickets for mis own use, for
in this Bection, who
farmers
with
the
of
01
scene
the
'shifting1
alleged
to
Into
be
the
readiness
c:ly a week are remote, as the northward
brought
Mr. Hardwlck.
Positive assurances have been re will send in the milk to the creamery, the use of his family! or for personal
activities of the Industrial Workers
"To whom Is the gentlemen refer- - from southern points to break Uk; path of the federals is temporarily of
ceived from the Cuban government receiving part cash and being givei friends he would get them."
World
the
from
San
to
Lot
the
hotel
Diego
"
strike,
managers blocked by burned bridges.
principal
in g the governor of New Jersey
that a force of Cuban troops has been the remainder in credit on the pay
Senator Joseph Dwon,
campaign
say. The negroes have been recrait-ed- ,
The advance from tllinenez, now Angeles has been obtained, Uie state Bent to
asked Representative Good of Iowa.
tho property of the ment for the animals.
for C,olonel .lo03evelt, may
guard
manager
ment
from
emresocialist
is
from
and
hotels
it
said,
headquarters
the federal base, was made under try"No, to Colonel Roosevelt, who de
Spanish American Mining company at
In the first shipment of cattle take his demand for ACO tickets to
Twenty-fivmiles of garding these prospective attempts.
nounced Bryan as a socialist be- ployment agencies in Florida, rtaiti ing difficulties.
on the south coast of Orien there are 10 Shorthorn-Durhacows the republican national convention
Daiquiri
indicated
that
iDeg'o
Sai
would
still
Si.
more,
Washington, Richmond,
track had been torn out by the retreat
cause he criticlsized the income tax
te near Guantanamo.
one
farm
with
will
be
before the national committee cf' the
which
be
placed
the battleground.
decision and who now wants to re Louis and other southern cltlrt3. At ing rebels, rails and fastenings being "
ur- - party when that body meets in Chi-- ',
herd
the
er,
jniaci.
Kepi
being
The
was
county
the
Plaza
hotel, where the waiters "wrenched from the ties which were
grand jury
expectcall all decisions," replied Hardwlck,
No Important Developmenti
ther shipments of dairy stock will cago June 6.
to meet today, but whether AttorThe Georgia congressman added a quit last night, negroes have taken stacked and burned. Every bridge and ed
Havana, May 31. The government be received in the near future.
This course was indicated today
U.
General
S.
Webb's request for
their work.
culvert was destroyed by dynamite or ney
declared today It has no news of tbe
prediction that Colonel Roosevelf up
to ProfesJor when it became known that memhenr
The
.silo,
according
of
Most
strikits
the
demands
of
and
the
of
the
Huerta's
General
fire.
discharge
headquarters
empaneling
would be nominated anu defeated at
Insurrection from the front and Tinsley, will be the only means ot of the national committee had receivers have been granted by the hotel are in Jimenez. From Colonel Aguilar, jury, said the ,o;le of Cali'ci iDd gave negro
the polls.
no important
movements
expects
feeding the cattle during the winter ed long telegrams from Senator Dixon
the grand jury the right to complete
"Missouri will cast her vote for men, but recognition of the union chief of the federal garrison at
until tonight or toomrrow. No word months this method having been used protesting against the action of Chairhas been refused. Waiters at the
again came denial today that a new Investigating body would be has been received here of the landing
him,"
Representative
Interjected
on arKansas and man New of the
Marie Antoinette and Great Novt.'.eru the rebels had captured either
granted was doubtful. Judge W. R. of American marines from the gun- with great success in
Missouri.
of
Dyer
In rethe
for
no
convention,
states.
There
is
rangements
other
creamery
or its suburbs, Gomez Palacio Guy, in charge of the present grand boat Paducah at
"Not unless the republicans import hotels joined the strike today.
Daiquiri, where prop trouble in feeding the stock during fusing the tickets.
second
time
the
cooks
is
Union
and
before
kitchen and Ierdo. This
it sduties
waiters,
being discharged. erty of the
n
more 'niggers' than they , did two
Mining the summer months and with the silo
from five more leading hotels within a week that rebel headquarters The judge declines to discuss the sitis reported to have been des- the food problem for the winter will
years ago," shouted Representative help
company,
No Compromise for ,Roosevelt
at
Torreon
a
clubs
at
lunch
and
has announced
victory
joined the strike
uation, but it was generally believed
Booher of the same state.
troyed by the insurgents. The Padu- be solved. The mesa farmers have
sources.
federal
denials
from
swelled
and
ranks
New
the
strikers'
with
time
flat
the
the
that
York, May 31. The suggestion
throughout
present cah left Guantanamo last night for
city
Representative Steenerson of Minfound by experiment that proper food of a
to 2,500.
At Sherry's", the Calumet The rebel authorities in Juarez this grand jury would object to) being. disbetween Taft and
compromise
nesota, presented a petition signed
Daiquiri. There is no news from the for cattle is easily grown oh the dry
club and the Hotel Seville, cooks anu morning again annulled the day
Roosevelt forces at, the Ohio conven
charged at the presen time.
United States gunboat Nashvilld at farms east of here and
by 31,079 "farmers who farm," askby putting it tion, which is to elect six delegates-at- The announcement from Washingleft dining rooms filled with vice to Chihuahua.
ing for the repeal of the reciprocity
Nipe Bay and it is believed that all dairy cattle the farming on the mesa
ton
a
that
luncheon
federal
Strike
breakers,
guests.
grand jury inquiry is quiet in that vicinity.
large to Chicago, was denounced tobill, lest Canada at some time acwill be placed on a more substantial
Railroad Repairs.
been
took
in
their
here
had
held
authorized
Pushing
reserve,
by
day by Colonel Roosevelt. The col
places.:
Attorney
cept its terms. Representative Good
basis.
Mexico City, May 31. Dispatches General Wickersham elicited no comonel said in a telegram to Walter F-of Iowa, suggested it be passed over There was no disorder,' there or at
C. E. Potter of Wisconsin a cream Brown, his Ohio
were received today ment from officials.
manager, at Colum
to the democratic members to sign. the Hotels Marie Antoinette and GreiH dated yesterday
TAFT NOMINATES
t
at
Huerta's
General
camp
expert has arrived to take, charge bus:
from
ery
om
walked
"Better send It to President Taft," Northern, where waiters
of the butter making In the local
enez after four days' interruption ot
Wlckertham Orders Investigation
before breakfast.
"I have Just seen the telegram sent
suggested Representative Lobeck of
state
OFFICERS
FEDERAL
the operation of which will
service.
creamery,
31.
the
They
was
not.
telegraph
There
a corporal's guard
Washington, May
Mr. Taft to Mr. Voreys about a
Attorney
Nebraska. Representative Gudger ot
by
has , organized work
begin at an early date, or as soto compromise in Ohio, Until I saw this
Wickersham has authorized a
North Carolina wanted to know if the of union waiters working today at. that. Huerta
as the remainder of the machinery
ot 1,000 men each and is
federal grand jury inquiry at San
telegram I had never heard a suggespetition was signed "before or. after the Hotels Plaza, Astor, St. Re,'ls, gangs
on the railway track Diego, Calif., into the activities of the MEN WHO WILL LOOK AFJER
arrives and has been placed.
the
repairs
ing
Knickerbocker,
Astoria,
tion that there should be any comColonel Roosevelt changed his mind."
MEXINEW
S.
IN
AFFAIRS
imperial, and bridges to the north. General Industrial Workers of the World. This
Mr. Steenerson said he was very Rector, Belmont. Gotham,
promise and I, of course, assumed
CO ARE NAMED.
or
Holland Rabago and General Villa have gone action was in response to an appeal
Breslin
Prince
the
George.
that any such suggestion came from
proud Colonel Roosevelt had changed
BILL IS UP
is said to be from the city authorities.
the Taft forces. In the first place I
his mind and only wished the demo- house. In none of these hotels, the to Parral, where there
Washington, May 31. President
thevl-beefrom
Rebels
force.a
rebel
The
Saa
that
not consent to a compromise,
service
Diap appeal
would
managers asserted, has the
crats would do likewise.
senate
nominasent
to
the
Taft
today
more than temporarily impair-- ! cinity of Pedricena are reported as the Industrial Workers of the World
THE
and in the next place we
BEFORE
HOUSE
anyhow,
:
i
tions for most of the principal federed Patrons at all of them were serv-- ; retiring nortnwara 10 avoia Dems cui had offended American neutrality by
Ohio by over 30,000 in the
carried
folNew
Mexico.
In
The
statements regarding Mexico. The al officers
4
tiv
wallers tnriav.j Miinv Off.
primary."
DAWSON WINS RACE.
of land
I
fednear
the
In
march
United States attorney at Los Ange- lowing are made receivers '
the
Dolores,
FROM . VARIOUS
DELEGATIONS
P.- C. Hernendez, at Santa
officers:
Indianapolis, Ind., May . 34. Daw cooks joined the strikers today. At; eral
troops found three decapitated les has been given authority to lay
PARTS OF THE 8TATE WORKson in a National car won yest.wn'ay s the headquarters of the union, it was
'Manuel Martinez, at C'ayton; E.
bodies, one that of a Spanish ranch the matte.r before the grand jury at' Fe;
ING FOR ITS PASSAGE.
all
the
in
chambermaids
said
that
AVIATOR HITS BOY.
600 in. i
automobile
H. Salazar at Fort Sumner; Harold
race on the
hotels were also preparing to walk manager. The dispatches state that San Diego. Vhe citpartmeat of justice Hurd at
Seattle,
Wash., May 31. Raymond
Spei:c way. De 1'i.lma's
V.
Nazaro
Gallegos
Marcedos,
Roswell;
'31 The Chapman, the 10
many of' the principal families have aside from the protest of tr.j 'an1
Santa
out.
Fe,
May
,N.
year old hoy whoe
which htd been leading, lost ita
,
abandoned Jimenez with General Or- Diego local authorities, has been at Tucumcari.
house this afternoon is engaged in skull was fractured, when the aeroIn the last five miles when
of
offices
land
be:
will
Registers
ozco, the rebel leader, fearing that watching the situation" for several
of the bill to abate the plane of Aviator J. Clifford Tur.in
some mechanical trouble developed.
Charles C. Henry at Fort Sumner; consideration
HE WAS WEALTHY.
the place will be bombarded by gov- weeks.
districts by the usa ot the dashed into the grandstand at Th
redlight
Dawson's time was 6:21.06 and broke
L.
Charles
Thomas
Hunt
at
Clayton;
Hiawatha, Kan., May 31. Pedro ernment troops.
Tne situation at
. A number of large dele- Meadows
the world's record for cars of that Gallardo, a Mexican section
yesterday, is still alive, but
C. Tillotson at Roswell;
Manuel ly injunction
nanri Oaxaca is less tense. The mounted
An Organizer Arrested
are here working for the pas- physicians at the county hospital say
gations
class. Tetzlaff in a Fiat was second killed at Willis a month ago and bulat
PrenSanta
A.
Otero
Fe; Royal
Indians are devoting their energies
Paterson, N. J., May 31. Rudolph
of the bill. The opponents of he cannot recover. Turpln is under
and Hughes In a Mercedes third.
tice at
,
and postmasters, sage
led in the pauper's field at Hiawa- to
evil In the legislature are nominal arrest, as hia
robbing outlying haciendas. It is be- Katz, socialist candidate fcr congress John P. Tucumcari;
social
the
testimony st
B
at
Santa Fe; V.
Plueger
tha, has been identified as the on lieved the city can be defended safe- from the Seventh New Jersey district
to take such action as the coroner's Inquest is desired. Th- determined
at
Cruces.
Las
May
cf a wealthy family in Mexico. Tr.e ly
by the rurales and volunteers . and aTn organizer of the Industrial
will stamp it out of the state.
havoo wrought by the aeroplane
NEW DIAMOND FIND
coroner notified Senor J. L. Dosnl,
Workers of the World, was arrested
Delegations are pouring into the due to the fact that the propeller was
Ottawa, Ont., May 31. Dispatches Mexican consul at Kansas City, of
Germans to Leave Chihuahua
and sentenced today to serve six
ARIZONA REPUBLICANS
capltol to work for good roads leg- situated at the front of the machine.
from Ungavada, the great district the man's death beneath an overChihuahua, Mex., May 31. On the months In jail for interfering with
Tucson,
Ariz., May 31. Republicans islation, namely the four bills by The name of the amater
north of Old Quebec, announce the dis- turned locomotive.
photogni h- disThe consul
first train in which permission to ride employes of a silk mill. Katz an- asembled In state convention here to- Mr. Holt now In the senate. One dele-- : r who ran out on
the field, and to
covery of diamond deposits, which covered that the victim was the sin is
given, almost every German woman nounced that he would appeal so that day to select six delegates and six al- gation of 24 members Is here from 8ave whose life the
aviator turned h's
may prove extensive enough for com- af a former Mexican secretary of
and child will leave Chihuahua for tbe he could continue his politioal
ternates" to the national convention at Dona Ana county. It appeared before machine toward
the grandstand, has
mercial exploitation
United States. Although the condij
Chicago.
the house this morning.
nr,t been learned.
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fctikb DA1L
House 1U1 No. luS, giving the

OPTIC.

FRIDAY, MAY 31, 1912.

il Zcmcdy Ho Family
Ghoutd Do VJilkaut SPIRITS
,

government exclusive
LOCATED
LEGISLATIVE DOINGS
over
building sites, was
,
passed after adding' the emergency
human and grownups is Dr. Caldwell's Sjrui
clause.
No matter how healthy
A
GOLD
St iiate Bill No. 175, an act providP.tuu Ft', X. M., May 31. 1b
to
Is
safe
say thai Pepsin. It is a liquid laxative tonic
being may be it
Lam
U U U Lam LjsJ
iJ L U
mild and never gripes, is effective ou
to th,- ihree bills signed by ing for the commitment of insane not
months are passed without
many
robust people and can be given with
the g....rm.r. OoOvernor
McDonald persons, for the apprehension of perbowels, in
to an infant. Children like it
sent another message ttte Wednes- sons who have escaped from the ln- - some obstruction of the even
safety
If only
other words, constipation,
inof these gentle qualities and
because
of
for
the
release
Bane
In
afternoon
read
which
was
a.sylum,
the
day
temporary. The bloating, the full feel- because it is pleasant to the taste.
senate, the house having already ad- sane person, and for the recommiting may start after the evening meal.
It is the beBt
remedy you TRUSTUM BROWN TELLS ALL
journed. He informed the legislature ment of insane convicts who have re- If a laxative is cot taken that night
ABOUT THE TRANSACTION
house
for any disor
can have in the
that he had signed Senate Bill No. 2, gained their reason to the penitenit la certain that sleep will not be der of the stomach, liver and uowc.
UP IN MAINE.
23
0.
to
was
passed
fixing the time for holding district tiary,
will awaken un reand many people like Mr. W.J. Wig
Senate Hill No. 168, to repeal sec- sound, and you
court in the fifth judicial district:
These popular and serviceable garrfients are really TWO
freshed.
Bangor, Me., May 31. Trustura H.
nAP
Alma. Pnln find Mm Alhf.rf
slid House Pill No. 15, to give em- tion 101. chapter 1, of title 2, Comin one are extremely neat, perfect fitting and practical.
dresses
Hence, it is important for you and Guest, Messex, Colo., say ihey would Urown, the "Mediator," was in Bangor
ployes two hours' time on election piled Laws of 1897, relating to keepvisit
on his return from a
They come in a variety of light and dark materials and sevings herds at a distance of three for all the members of your family as soon be without the necessities as last week
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styles are exceptionably well made and neatly trimmed.
although
without Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. to lioBton,
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Anyone wishing
An effort of Senator Evans to get after Crampton
It Is Bure to be needed, this remedy before buying it in the and told with enthusiasm all about
his
fight bill out of commit the act is one to permit democratic emergency.
tee failed, both republicans and dem- voters to be brought to the polls. Mc- and when needed you want It at hand. regular way of a druggist at fifty a new treatise he has just completed
is required to put on. or off, the garment. THEY FIT, THEY
of Christ and the
ocrats voting against his motion that Coy said he favored prohibition and No family that is careful of Its health cents or one dollar a large bottle ou "The Truths
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and
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Senate Bill No. 94, an
Comfort, appearance, strvice and economy are all combinfight
his reputed suon hand Is aJso of vast Importance.
measure and be discharged from Its was 19 to E.
addressing Dr. W. B Mediator aemonstrated
by simply
ed to a maximum degree in these desirable garments and at
loper natural or unusual powers by
The laxative most highly recom- Caldwell, 405 Washington street,
further consideration. Evans declared .Senate Bill No. 80, regarding espopular prices
gold mine In California, getHI. Your name and address on cating
that the bill had been in committee cheated estates, was amended and mended by the majority of intelligent
from
be
said,
his
information,
24
to
0.
bill
ting
The
Americans
do.
ag being best for babies a postal card will
places the
for two months and it looks as If the passed
'
the spirits of intimate friends long
committee intended to chloroform it proceeds from escheated estates into
trict In New Mexico, was introduced nendent of insurance $2,40(1; clerk, dead.
Crarapton moved to table the Evans the school fund.
For many years Brown has occuNo.
Miera nnder suspension of the $1,800; contingent, $tj,G00; captain
Bill
Senate
Mc114,
a
to
by
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and
garnishment
motion
this carried
7,
sertwo
was
rules
and
mounted police, $2,000;.
pied a little cabin on a mountain
passed 21 to 1.
Coy, republican, voting against the act, was recommitted to the commit; slope,
Senate
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Joint
No.
of
Resolution
tee
Miera.
spending his time chiefly In
revision
$7200
motion
23,
$3,000;
geants,
to
one
privates,
democrat
table and
motion
Las Verfaj'LoadiruJ Store
Senate Bill No. 10, relating to com introduced by Evans and provides for three privates, $3,00; three privates, fishing, hunting and philosophical
and one progressive voting to table
- all
the while
and research,pulsory education was on motion of the ratification of a federal amend- $2,700; superintendent of penitentithe motion.
McCoy recommitted to the commit ment to the constitution that United ary, $2,400; assistant superintendent, holding communication with the spirBills On Third Reading.
States senators be elected by the d $1,800; engineer,
$900;
physician, its of the departed, he says. He calls
The Sulzer bill to permit the sale tee on education.
Senate Bill No. 169, providing that rect vote of the people. Evans move $600; chaplain, $300;
storekeeper. himself "Mediator between God and
of native wines, brandies and beer to
South. Side Plaja.
Established 1862
man."
be sold without license on premises civics and history, of New Mexico, to suspend the rules for the passage $600; two captains of the guara,
exhortations
1G guards, $7,680; four cell house
delivering
Beyond
where manufactured, was recommit- be taught In the public schools, was of the resolution. Holt moved a subyardmaster, $900; wherever he may find a listener, the
ted to the committee on revision so amended so as to provide for the stitute motion referring the resolu keepers, $2,160;
are
as to cut out brandies and beer from preparation of a New Mexico civics tion to the committee on executive foreman of shops, $600; foreman ol Mediator's principal occupations
The substitute mo clay pit. $720;' mileage of sheriffs, trapping for furs ana bear ibounties on the coast. The Californians told tire in anticipation of the Queen's ar
the desired Immunity. Sulzer was by a New Mexico historian, the book communications.
$7,000; transportation of discharged and preparing and peddling a medi him to come on and locate he mine, rival. The Place de '.'Opera and the
huffy about this and declared that to sell at a price fixed by the state tion carried.
cine, .compounded from forest roots, and be did bo, returning with the boulevards have been lined by huge
various committee meetings were convicts, $1,200; maintenance,
the measure was for the benefit of board of education, but at not more
pabarks and herbs, warranted to cure news that he had po'nted out the lo- columns bearing iue arms of the
a
dollar
a
bill
volume.
$1,000;
The
announced
and
board,
than
was
then
penitentiary
native wine growers nnd merely
adjournment
butaken to Friday afternoon at 2 role officer, $900; secretary of
every human malady. His gala time cation of a gold deposa that would Netherlands and of the city of Paris.
changed the present law so that they passed 23 to 0.
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A Very Valuable Medicine.
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Absolutely Pure.
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embezzlement,
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results. I believe it is $1,800; salary of executive
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He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodattended with best results." A. P. the purest and best on the market." ger, $6,600; contingent expenses of
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Dellett, M.D., 463 East 158th' St.,
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New York City.
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$1,800; state auditor, $3,000;
FRECKLE-FAC- E
ant auditor, $2,000; voucher clerk,
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
$1,500; state treasurer, $3,000; clerk New Remedy That Removes Freckles
STANDARD OF PURITY AND EXCELLENCE 8INCE I860
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
treasurer's
has always been and is now a wholesome, healthful medicinal to state treasurer, $1,800;
or Cost Nothing
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
attorney
$1,000;
whiskey, produced without regard to expense in compliance with contingent expenses,
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Face- ,
attorsecure repeat orders.
assistant
two
good
$4,000;
the requirements of the Foods and Drugs Act, the doctors' "Mawltfi
general,
to try a new remedy for freckles
gento
attorney
teria Medica" and the "Pharmacopoeia," the two recognized auneys general clerks
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
the guarantee of a reliable dealer
thorities of drugs and medicines in the United States. It is an aberal,' $2,000; attorney general's con- that it will not cost you a penny unis the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
solutely pure distillation of clean selected grain, thoroughly tingent expenses, n,50fl; superin- less It removes the freckles, while
You
are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, bemalted. Its palatability and freedom from injurious substances,
tendent of public instruction, $3,000; if It does give you a clear complexion,
render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach. assistant
$2,000;
'
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
superintendent,
the expense Is trifling.
Its gentle and invigorating prop erties influence for good every clstrk, $1,500; stenographer, ' t$l,000; Simply
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
get an ounce of othlne
important organ in the body, it
traveling expenses, $1,500; contingent double strength, from any first class
money in telling others of their goodness.
makes the old feel young and
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"
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expenses, $2,400; state engineer,
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will gladly mail you one postpaid
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ounce needed for the worst case.
Get the genuine) soldby dmpgists, dealers
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
contingent expenses, $3,500;
and grocers, $1.00 a large bottle. If your
board of eequalizatlon, $1,000; adju- double strength othlne, as this Is the
dealer cannot supply you, write us and we
will tell you where it can be bought. Medtant general, $2,400; clerks, $1,800; only prescription sold under guaranical booklet and doctor's advice free on
$600; game warden, $1,800; tee of money back If It fails to re(expenses,
request.
- move freckles.
super$600;
$900;
contingent,
clerk,
Tis Duffy Malt
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hood, a class, by the. way which is
the largest In the history of
the school, and the largest ever graduated from any state insttiution, and
bringing to a, close the most successful year in the annals of the school,
the1 Normal annual commencement
occurred last night in the Normal

hall.
L. . Bradford
Prince made the address of the evening. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the school, presented the diplomas land conferred the) degrees
upon the graduates. Governor William C. McDonald, who was on the
program as one of the speakers, owing to business affairs was unable to
be In attendance, and in his stead
Alvan N. White,
superintendent of
public instruction, and one of the
guests of honor, was introduced and
ade a short talk to the graduates.
The announcement of the winners

..I,

n

tnt- -

FORMER GOVERNOR L.
BRADFORD
PRINCE
Who Delivered Commencement Address
Marking the graduation of the first
class of the New Mexico Normal
University since the advent of state-

J

-

ALVAN N. WHITE
Superintendent of Public Instruction

of the various prize offered for different school activities, and the presentation of the trophies wag made
by Dr. Roberts. A beautiful musical
program was rendered by the Normal
girls' glee club, the Normal band, and
the Normal orchestra.
The exercises were opened by a
"Guillaume
beautiful piano
solo,
Tell" by Miss Marguerite Cluxton,
head of the department of Instrumental music. The opening prayer
was made by Rev. Edgar Colfax Anderson, pastor of the First Methodist
church. The first number sung by
the glee club, was "The Glen" from
"La TraViata" and the second, "The
Lonely Rose." "The Beautiful Blue
Danube" was beautifully rendered fyy
the glee club and its concluding number was "Night in Seville." The Norwhich
mal University
orchestra,
ranks with the best musical organizations in the city, played "O, Fair
Dove, O Fond Dove" at the conclu-- ,
sion of the exercises. Rev. J. S.
.

Moore, rector of St. Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church, pronounced the
benediction.
Prince, who made the
class oration, used as his subject
"Be Strong," delivering an eloquent
address overflowing with good advice,
to the graduates. Governor Prince Is
one man who. has always .taken deep
interest In the affairs of the, Normal
University and who is always a welcome visitor and speaker at the
school. It was he, who on February
11, 1893, signed the bill providing for
a Normal school in Las Vegas and
from that time to this he has always
taken an active interest in the
of the institution. Mr. Prince
has frequently been a speaker at
Normal exercises, and, according to
his statement last night, he mast be
as glad to come as Dr. Roberts ana
the students are glad to have' him.
His addresses are always full of good
advice to the young graduates and it
they follow the advice given by him
.

pro'-gres- s

j

last night life will be much more suc
cessful.
Alvan N. ' White confineT his address principally to a greeting to tne
members of the class. He told of receiving daily applications for trained
teachers and that after seeing the
work done in the Las Vegas Normal
and the graduating c.las3 Mr. White
said that he now knows where to
turn to supply the' never ceasing demand. Mr. White paid many compliments to Dr. Roberts,
and to the
,

school.
Previous to the presentation of
j a:id the conferring of

de-

grees' Dr. Roberts read letters ot
greeting to the graduates from prominent men of New Mexico and the
country. Those WD" sent their respects to the school were, L. BradM. A. Otero,
ford Prince,
Colonel Harvey, editor of Harper's
W. J. Mills,
Weekly;
Judson Harmon, governor of Ohio;
Woodrow Wilson, governor of New

DR. FRANK H. H. ROBERTS

President of . New Mexico Normal University
Jersey; and Champ Clark, speaker of
the house o representatives.
The class to receive diplomas last
night was the largest in the history
of the school, numbering 26. Eight
of the members received diplomas for
the' completion of tne academic or
four year course, and twelve had the
degree of bachelor of pedagogy con
ferred upon them, which marks the
completion of the six years' normal
course. Two who were numbered as
members of the senior class will be
granted diplomas In the four year
course at the conclusion of the sum
mer school and two others Will receive the degrees of bachelor of pedagogy at the same time.
Those who were- - graduated from
the academic course were David Marion Barker, Arthur
Hobart
Jose Juan Alfredo
Lucero,
Soledad Montano,
Felipe Neri Sanchez, Myrle Elinor Skaggs, and Sarah "Tooker. Those upon whom were
conferred the degree of Bachelor of
Com-F.toc-

Pedagogy were Mrs. Anna Ryan
Bruce, Cora Beale Key, Sirs. Mary
Dillon McGinn,
Rebecca McKenzie,
Pattie Murphy, B. Louise Murphy, Bertha Margaret Papen, Merle Geraldine
Schlott, Anna J. Rieve, Margaret H.
Hill, Emma Louise Tamme and Jean-ett- e
Ward. Rosalie Pierce Powers
and Florence Oella Mair will receive
the degree of bachelor of pedagogy,
and Lorna lone Johnson and Jennie
Vivian Bedgcock
will receive diplomas for the completion of the academic course at the conclusion of the

summer session. Jennie Pearl Hutchinson was 'given a certificate for the
completion of the five year course.
Dean Frank Carroon was given the
degree of master of pedagogy.
During the past year there has
been a number of prize competitions
and the interest In tne announcement
of the winners last night was keen,
as has been the competition for these
trophies. The decisions of the four
Judges In the domestic science com

petition were equally divided between the four contestants and A
was necessary for them to draw for
the prize, a chocolate set offered by
Pr. Roberts, Miss Phoebe Russell
winning the trophy. The other contestants were Miss Lorna Johnson,
Miss Mary Hansen and Miss Rose
Kellogg, each of whom was presented
with a check for $3. The prize was
offered for the best luncheon to four
people served at a cost not to excegd
$1.25. Mrs. W. C. MiDonald, Miss
Sargeant, Will Springer and Euge-ni- o
Romero of Mora, a member of
the board of regents, acted as Judges.
All four menus were excellent and it
Is little wonder that tne decision ot
the judges was .divided.
The prize of a book offered by B.
G. Murphey to the best oratorr of
last Monday night was awarded to
Miss Afirora Lucero. With this goes
the. honor of representing the Normal
(Continued
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ple name of "Normal school," to be(Incorporated)
come what I believe is the only "NorUniversity In ttio annual etate ora mal University'' fn the land.
M. M. PADGETT
CDITOR torical coiit ; v, hich will be held in
It has been my good, fortune, in
f
VeMiss the course of years, to make qu-ti:.",t November.
Albuquerque
Field
Lucero has represented the school a number of commencement adla these contests during the past two dresses, from tbe early days in the
Day.
ywirs and the honor is well placed. academy of music
in New York,
e
Eiitf rcd
pcwiotlice at F.at She has won second place in these through public and private instituJ
Vri'I I
ONLY
GRADHS OF FRUI
Xmm
New Mexico, for traus mis- - j contests and with the third time as tions of different grades and In varlou- through the United States malls the charm she should bring the first ious states, to our own
AND
VEGETABLES ARE f'ACKtiU.
higher schools
.. honors to the Las Vegas school next of
M second class matter.
learning here in New Mexico,
R
OVERLAND MODEL
fall.
where I have had that honor at the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
The prize of a Bet of Robert Louis university the agricultural college,
Steven's works offered by Charles
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
Dally, by Carrier:
the school of mines, and the military
QUALITY-PURITV- -C
IN
Per Copy
to the best debater in the school Institute. But this, in some respects,
f .05
show
you.
15
One Week
was awarded to Miss Cora Beale is the most Important of them all be65 Key.
Dae Month
The decision, like' that in the cause here a majority of the graduASK YOUH GROCER FOR
7.50 case of the best
Dn
Year
BRAND
&
Co.
prator, was made ates are themselves to become inMall
Monfrom the debating contest last
Dally by
structors. They are not only to have
56.00 day evening,
Due Year
charge of their own destinies but
3.00
Blx Months
Miss Agnes Breaker, the author of they are 10 mould the lives of hunWhalen, & Fowler Prtp
Phjne Main 344.
"The Old .Garret" won The Optic's dreds and thousands of the generaWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
loving cup offered by Colonel M. M. tion which is to follow. Think for a
GROWER
TadKett for the best eesay written moment of the. extended and widenJ2.00
man that way, and invitations become a
One Year
by a student of the Normal Univer ing Influence which is thus repre- man of fine family, charming
1.00
em temptation. "Be Strong."
education
ners
lost
the
aud
mi Months
high
12
were
in
competitors
sity. There
sented in your number. Suppose that
Don't lower the standard of your
this contest and two of the three de on an average each teacher continues ployment which he had, and destroyfor Mail Subscrip(Cash In Advam-cisions of the Judgss were for Misf in active work for 20 years and has ed excellent future prospects by ina- morality, of your modesty, and purtions)
Breniber's essay while the other under his or her personal charge the bility to resist the temptation of a ity in action or In language because
Remit by draft, check or money
barroom close at band. In each ot those around you have let down the
judge had graded 1 high.
education of 40 Scholars.
Allowing
torder. It sent otherwise we will not
these cases it was weakness, not bars. Don't think that it is smart;
Robert
we
watch
offered
The gold
by
for duplication from year to year,
responsible for lota.
the jeweler, for if.s best may yet estimate that you will touch wickedness that wrought the evil. All It is only weak. "Be Strong."
Taupert,
Specimen copies free on
know how the
When the voice of scandal is raisLatin student, was won by Theodore and Influence the lives of 500 per old New Mexicans
man
our boun ed in an assemblage or a communSkinner, who also has the honor of sons. You thus see the possibilities most brilliant
inity, do not join in the lry simply to
led his class in all studies for good or evil that are placed with daries and at one time the most
ilSL,
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1
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that
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in
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year.
throughout
your power
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
weakness which he seemed power that is the time to use what powers
The prize offered by C. V. Hedg- - recognize the importance of the oc. PAID FOR.
to overcome.
less
and influence you have to prevent
me
eight) casion.
cock to the student in
But
why multiply Instances? The the wrong. "Be Strong." Or when
a
in
pecuof
stand
the
Then
with
you
.best
the
again,
average
Advertisers are guaranteed the grade
world is full of them, ot men and ot enemies attack some lifelong friend
was won by Miss Stella Wilson, liar and unique position as the first
largest daily and weekly circulation year
women; tne flood of misfortune to and seek io Injure and overthrow;
at any newspaper in Northwestern whoso percentage was 92.4. Miss class In this institution to graduate the latter comes far more often from do not weakly assent or even sit in
Guadalupe C. de Baca won the prize in the Sunshine state since it assum
New Mexico.
weakness than from wrong intent. silence.
That is the time when
of $5 offered by Miss Jessie Harriet ed the digtnity of statehood. What
And the proper response to this
should mean something.
friendship
TELEPHONES
Worley to the best speller in that ever glory any future classes may
is, "Be Strong."
State
story
your
opinion: defend the ab
tbe
remain
ever
Wilachieve
will
this
Miss
was
also
BUSINESS OFFICE ..........Main 2 grado. Mies Baca,
not
leads
weakness
this
For
only
stand
up for the. right; stop
sent;
Main 9 son's closest "competitor In the pther first class in the state of New Mexi in some cases to crime but In far
KEW3 DEPARTMENT.
"Be Strong."
the
Injustice.
will
Of
co.
al
statehood
of
The advent
contest, having a . percentage
Messal-ine- s,
more numerous instances to failure
If your party leaders ao a wrong,
In
the
an
.
mark
history
epoch
ways
92.15.
MAY
.,-31, 1912.
FRIDAY,
and misfortune.
or Inslsf on, an unworthy nomination,
Miss Phoebe Russell was awarded of New ' Mexico, Jugt as this day
See the
with weak, do not weakly think that you are
clergyman
of
each
in
life
an
the
marks
ol
chief
epoch
the
the 310 prize offered by
POOIi ADVICK
quavering voice, and a deprecatory bound tp approve or support, or even
the Santa Clara uehlo for the best graduate of 1912.
way as if apologizing for speaking at acquiesce.
Principles are one thing
Life."
I congratulate you very earnestly
A good bishop addiessel a graduat essay on "Pueblo
utter- and practice often another. Never
of
forceful
Instead
the
all.
v
Dr. Roberts expressed his appreci- members of the graduating class, on ance that anyone should have who desert
ing class of girls in a touthf.rn iustitu
your principles , but as to
tlon the other day. All tfco lav and ation of the work of Miss Margue your arrival on life's journey at this really believes that he has a message wrong or corrupt
$1.50 Yard Wide Pongee. . . . .'.
practices, rebuke
..98c
jlhe prophets uf bis advice hung upon rite Cluxton. head ' of tbe de commencement day; and I greet you to man from the Most High. Ot the
the wrong, as-scorruption,
right
welcome
univer
the
into
with
"Don't
and
of
!
Instrumental
this culminating Injunction:
music,
hearty
partment
course he is a failure, for, he could
$1.50 Yard Wide Taffetas
. . .98c
your independence. "Be Strong."
t that of Miss May Ross as head o sal Society of Active Men and Wo not influence a child. He needs to be
vote; don't want lo w?: stay
J'ome; love your husbands and rock the department of elocution and pre men.
$1.35 Yard Wide Messalines
strong.
85c
A week ago Dr. Roberts wrote to
cradle."
sented them with interesting looking
Poor appetite Is a sure sign of Im
See the doctor, with ,. uncertain
of
me
and
this
the
title
for
address,
and
indecorous
Is
That
A few doses of
grossly
envelopes which he said contained
$1.35 Fancy Foulards... ..
manner and hesitating' . air,' who paired digestion.
89c
Improper advice to give a "class of enough, to pay for their new "summer I had to answer that I did not think seems not to know his own mind, In Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
sMs Just finishing their school ca- bonnets. ' These two departments it would have any; only a. talk with stead ' of the evident consciousness Tablets will strengthen your diges$1.15 Fancy Foulards
75c
But I think that the
vVeer. It la Jo less indecorous and im during the past year have been self out at name.
of knowledge and calm selfreliance tion and Improve your appetite. Thou
Jess bad taste and
$1.15 Fancy' Messalines.
r, if
75c
supporting, the teachers giving their clergy have rather the advantage of which impress the patient with confi sands have been benefited by taking
leas feenseiess from the broader point services to the-- ' school voluntarily, us laymen in having a distinct text dence. Of course he is a failure be- these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.
75c Fancy Foulards. . . :
45c
of view, fcacause a bishop gave It and according to the statement of for a sermon so as to concentrate cause that confidence and the hope
There is too m;ica of this sort of non- Dr. Roberts have done excellent thought and crystallize the principal and trust that it brings are more
60c China Silks all Colors.
40c
enne Indulge'! .in for the supposed work. ' Miss Ross will be listed next idea into a few short, words that
t
Important than any material mediBRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
benefit of the young women of the year as cne of the paid teachers of perhaps can be rememoered.'ln these cine. He needs to be strong.
present day. It is wholly indefensible the school.
busy days it a speaker can even im
ORDER
-T6ee the teacher, timid, uncertain,
to insist, in season and out, that the
of
press two words of a text on some of embarassed and afraid, not sure of
Cheslev Thomason, vOn behalf
whole problem of woman's career is the Normal band presented to Profes his hearers, he has done well.
OF HUMAN" HAIR to match
his facts or his methods or authority,
solved as soon as she gets a busbar d eor O. C. Zlngg, whose untiring work I remember that some years ago
without the solid foundation of abany shade. Will also make
or that a husband and a cradle are as leader has made this organization used as a sort of text for two or three solute knowledge and the selfrellance,
up your combings.
the goal of every woman's ambition. possible, a handsome gold Masonic commencement talks the words "Aim poise and power that give dignity and
Careers start, not end, In a cradle emblem ring.
I
were
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and
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good. inspire respect. Of course he is a
they
High";
There are thousands of women who
Dr. Roberts announced that tbe of And so when thinking of what might failure because that respect Is an abPHONE
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are doing the world a vastly greater fer of a handsome book on the "Life usefully be said here tonight It came solute essental of success. He needs
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text
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a
words
take
the
for
to be strong.
by 'John Ross,
ing their lives to the betterment of the best essay on the old flag which "Be Strong."
And so it Is in every profession
would
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humanity than they
For these are strenuous times when and business. The lawyer who seems
he presented to tbe school last year
getting husbands. The great major- will stand good for next year, there in, profession or in business compe to have no confidence in his case or
ity of women unquestionably find in being no essays written during the tition is vigorous and methods not in himself; the merchant who .is
"happy marirage the realization of
.
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past year.
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in prescription filling. Every
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store is faultless from any
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FLYNN DONATES BOXINC GLOVES
TO ALBUQUERQUE CHURCH BA

QUI,

SAVING SANTA

For slun painting see Hermann,
429 Grand,' Fountain square.
Secundino Romero went last night
to Denver on a brief business visit.
JohnsonFlynn photo postals from
life. See Crawford' at Scha'efer'g.
THE MAROONS WERE PILING UP
William Branek arrived last night
A HIGH SCORE WHEN JOHNfrom his home in Trinidad on busiSON STOPPED THE CONTEST
ness. ,
Mrs. A. H. Lewis returned yesterday afternoon from a short visit In

'I

FE'SJOAT

Denver.
See the line of novelties tor graduation gifts at Murphey'g drug store.
E. P. DuChanne arlved this after
noon from his home In Deming on

business.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Van Houtcn,
came in this afternoon from their

.

THE MAROONS' RECORD.
Ma- 6;
May IS Dawson,
roons, 8.
May 13 Dawson, 4; Ma- roons, 20.
May 26 Santa Fe, 2; Ma- -

roons.'t.

"

i,

,

r

!.

home In Shoemaker.
Ma- May (29 Santa Fe, 0;
T. . F. Fitch, postofflce
Inspector,
roons, 0.
came in this afternoon from his head3; Ma- May
x
quarters In Denver.
roons, '10.
W'lllam Haydon, Jr., returned this
' Standing" of the ' Team.'""""' 4
morning from a week's visit on the 4"
Won 5, lost 0; percentage 4
Kroenlg ranch near Watrous.
1.000.
4
'
II. E. Finney, the well known piano
'
4
tuner, arrived last night from Chicago
4
and is stopping at the Central hotel.
J. W. Norvtllo of El Paso arrived
Wind and rain ended
this afternoon from the Border City. game between the Maroonsyesterday's
and San
Mr. Norvllle Is the national bank ex- ta
Fe, the locals Vinning iby a score
aminer.
of 10 to 3. The session only lasted
Miss Aurora Lucero left this after- five
innings. In the first half of the
noon for Santa Fe where sh will visit
sixth, after one man had been put out
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Lu- Jack
Johnson, who was acting as ar
'
cero.
biter in the center of the field, called
A useful household souvenir given
the game. Santa Fe had run in one
to every lady calling at our store Friscore, as the last ball was hit Into
day and Saturday, J. C, Johnson & the dust storm by J. Berardinelll,
;
Son.
bringing In Jimmie Lopez, who preP. L. Dawson of Trinidad arrived
viously ripped off a two base drive.
last night from his home In Colorado Johnson saw the ball
Just
enough
and was In Las Vegas today on busi- to decide It was fair. long
Nobody has!
ness.
seen It since. According to the scorA big fresh assortment of Liggett's
ing rules Lopez's tally was not countand Huyler's candles Just received ed, the score
reverting to that of the
for commencement week at Murphey's last even
Inning.
drug store.
Lockhart pitched for the Maroons.
It pays to have your shoes repaired
Yesterday was his first appearance In
if done at Hedgcock's. Our machine
the box since he left here last fall.
sewed work Is equal to hand work and He
did not get away as well as he
costs less.
does, but improved as the
usually
The true fit combination shoe, made game wore along. The high wind
kept
wli!
rest his
by the Stacy Adams company
Lopez
spltters from breaking.
your tired feet Suitable for dress or also was hampered by the gale in his
office wear, at Hedgoock'2.
efforts to befuddle the Maroon batters. Santa Fe put up a game fight
Memorial day of the Modern Wood
In the fifth, howmen of America will occur on the for four innings.
In
June ever, the Maroons (batted in nine
this
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Here is one mare of our
usual and attractive bargains.
We were fortunate in securing a new and
lot of lingerie dresses at a
greatly reduced price.

' Come

and see them.

We will convince

that

FLYNN, A3 HE LOOKS AT HIS TRAINING CAMP

Veterans of the boxing game the
principal attraction at. a church bazaar; how does that sound? Well, it
happened and the bazaar was" a success. The aforementioned old timers
Hoffman &
are intimate friends of Jack Curley
and Jim Flynn. They left for
(The Popular Priced Store)
early this week to put on the
main show at the entertainment of the
Agent) for Tht New Idea 10c Pn
ladles of the Church of the ImmacuPhorv Main 104.
late .Conception.
No, they wore not
sparring partners or anything Jike
that, but simply a battered pair of
first Sunday
year,
June,
gloves, which Flynn wore in
Miss Mae Murphy, who has been a
runs.
The thud of their bats against boxing
one of his hardest battles and later
2, and on that date the Modern
student of the New Mexico Normal Woodmen will meet
at 2:15 p. m. at the ball is believed to have been the has been using In his training lor th
University during the past year, will the W. O. W. ball on Sixth street, cause of the shower.
"'
Jes.v this evening for her home In
The box score:
ing the, "hammer" are Joining the
proceeding to the cemetery to pay
boosters and
A.
E.
AB.
H.
R.
PO.
Santa
Fe
day the eastto
deceased
members.
their respects
J
2 0 1
0 0 ern papers contain stories about the
12 months the Mod- Frye, If. ..;
to
Prior
the
past
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
'..3 0 1 2 0 0 activities in the camps of the two
ern Woodmen have had no Inter- Stevens, cf
.
2 0 0 pugilists.
2 0 1
mem- Anderson, 3b.
now
ments
are
there
but
past
WANTED Furnished house with bath
2 1 1 0 0 3
P.
2b...
New
in
York City, Boston,
Sheets
Berardinelll,
In
the cemetery and this will
bers
from 3 to 6 rooms. Optic office.
3 0 0 7 0 1
be the first year that this ceremony Closson, lb
Washington, Baltimore and otlier
....3 1 1 0 0 0 large cities in the ast are coming
observed.
Every Modern Kock, rf.
LOST, strayed or stolen from pasture has been
Alarid", S3
...2 1 1 1 3 1 but strong for the bout and it looks
Woodman
a
in
the
whether
city,
four miles east of Onava, small
2 0 1 0 4 0 now as if the affair would draw a
p.
Lopez,
member of this or some other camp,
bay pony, top half of mane rubbed
c. ...2 0 1 3 1 0 crowd from the far east, a territory
J.
Berardinelll,
to
is
as
be
the
expected
present,
off, with saddle, bride and rope.
from which only a small representaReward for Information leading to graves of past members of other
21 3 8 15 8
Totals
tion
of fight fans was expected. The
who
have
died
camps
here will he
return to owner. D. H. Kunkle,
AB. R. H. PO. A.
Maroons
announcement
In
that Ai Palzer, the
visited
the
with
oth
conjunction
Box 404, East Las Vegas.
3 1 2 0 0
New York white hope, will be at the
ers.
Clark, If.
3 1 1 0 0
Ellis, If.
ringside on July 4 to challenge the
4 1 I 1 0
winner has awakened the fans of that
Lyon, cf.
3 0 0 0 3
Lockhart, p.
city to the fact that this bout is the
2
1 0 0 0
3b
real thing and large crowds are now
Owens,
2 1 1 5 1
Buckles, c,
expected from Gotham.
3 1 0 1 1
Sorensen, ss.
Al Hereford of Baltimore, Who be
....2 2 1 1 4 came famous in pugilistic circles as
Shirley. 2b
3 2 2 7 0
Mclntyre, lb
manager of Joe Gans, has written to
the Curley headquarters stating that
25 10 8 15 9 1 a
Totals
large number of fight followers will
The score by Innings:
come to Las Vegas
from that fair
1 2 3 4 5 R. II. E Maryland city. Hereford will be at
0 2010 3 8 5 the ringside on Independence day and
Santa Fe
A girl show.
High class and refined. Better than a three
0 0 1 0 9 10 8 1 states1 that he can be counted on as
.
Las Vegas ,
Midair thrilling performances. Ladies tumbling contest.
Sacrifice hits Ellis, a strong booster for the big mill.
Summary:
Singing and dancing girls. Positively the best show that has. visitStolen bases Anderson,
Buckles.
J. ;W. TIerney, the well known
ed your city. A dollar show at cheap prices.
Three
Clark, Lyon, Owen, Shirley.
sport follower and promoter of Terre
base hits Ellis. Two base hits Frye, Haute, Ind., the man who sent Jack
10-- 20
and 30 cents. Two days, Saturday and Sunday
P. Berardinelll, Lopez. Double plays Skelly, the game little boxer, to the
Lopez to Alarid to Closson. struct camp of the "Pueblo Fireman," says
out by Lopez 2; by Lockhart 4. Bases that he will be in Las Vegas for the
on balls off Lopez 2; off Lockhart 3.1 bout and that there will be a
big
Hit by pitcher Clark. Time of game delegation from his city. Dennis
Johnson.
1:25. Umpire Jack
Shea, a prominent politician of Terre
Haute, who is in line for sheriff of
that' city, will pilot a large crowd of
fight fans to Las Vegas, and, accord
THEEAST HAS "FELL" ing to TIerney, they will be in Las
Vegas 10 or 15 days before the
FOR THE BIG BATTLE fourth.
Through "Doc" Crone, the wrestling
promoter, John Day, sporting editor
IT TOOK A LONG TIME TO CON of the Chicago Interocean, and Frank
VINCE 'EM BUT NOW THEY
Hauseman, formerly a star In the NaARE REAL BOOSTERS.
tional league, proprietor of the Majestic bar in the Windy City, who
When Ed Greiger, right hand man will each bring a train load of fans
to Ed Smith, sporting editor or the from that city a rate of ((37 to Las
Chicago American, the one paper that Vegas has been secured and many behas been boosting the Johnson- sides the passengers on these trains
Flynn bout from the start, Baid In. a will come to the Meadow City on
'
letter to Jack Curley, "I see by the July 4.
various exchanges that all are followW. A. Stewart, an oil man of Tula
ing our lead and going strong on the Okla., has written Jo H. W. Lgnigan,
fight, even the 'knockers' in the east newspaper correspondent In the Cur
have taken up the march and are ley headquarters, stating that there
climbing up on the bandwagon,' " he will be many Johnson and Flynn folsummed up the situation at a "T." lowers from his city at the ringside
The pretty girls with the Beno Troupe
Papers In the far east that have here in Las Vegas on July 4, and many
tofore been ignoring the bout or us other letters similar to these men
you

they are re&l bargains.

Marl!.

Albu-querg.-

,

-- i

now-ever-

.

i

.

Engagement Extraordinary
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
THE GREAT BENO CO.
THE SOCIETY CIRCUS
ring-circu-

strong to witness It Mr. Scoville
will personally conduct a party and
already 200 people have signed up
for places in his delegation.
Flynn and Johnson both are working in their training camps. Each
asserts' he Is growing tetter fit for
the battle of a lifetime each day. Both
are. confident of winning. In the
meantime the boys In the Curley offices, under the direction ot Treasurer
Mark Levy and Promoter Charles
are dishing out the tickets and
the money is fast 'accumulating in
the old safe that stands in the cor
ner,

Johnson affair. The gloves were sent
at the request of the Catholic ladies
and drew down a large price when
placed on sale at the bazaar.
Billle Benner, an old time friend o!
Jack Curley, la now located at Obar.
He has written that he can sell 40
or 80 tickets for the Fourth of July
show In his neighborhood as the people In the locality are strong for the
big bout,
W. D. Scoville, chief promoter of
the wrestling game In Kansas City,
declares the people of that hilly town
are going batty over the Johnson
Flynn engagement and will turn out
,

.!

i

tioned are being received by every
mail from all parts of the country.
n
The St. Louis
of yesterday came out with a three column cartoon about the sports of that
city coming to Las Vegas, even it
do have to ride the brake-beam- s
they
to get here. In fact, it Is not
uncommon now to pick up a paper
and, on turning to the sporting page,
see pictures taken in Las Vegas or
cartoons of the fight

Boxing stunts in the Flynn camp
will start tomorrow In the Casino
gymnasium, Flynn working out under
the direction of his yeteraa trainw,
Tommy Ryan. Ryan, in summing up
the fighting fireman's chances, said
.

today, "Flynn has the strength and la
able to put It over the big champion,
and I heartily believe that if he keeps
his head and sticks to it ho will be
the world's champion on the evening
of Independence day."
In other words it's up to the lion.
James Flynn. In the opinion of bia
trainor, a man who knows, Flynn is
able to put the "Big Smoke out

Post-Dlspatc-

NEW SPRING MATTIiJGS,
J

RUGS AND LINOLEUM
Our line of these goods is heavier than ever now
and there is no "left over'' goods among them.
Hodges New Fibre Matting,

Cafe De Luxe

35c
special, yd.
Kolorfast (guaranteed)
42c
Fibre, yd.
CREX RUQS
FIBRE RUGS

I

REGULAR DINNER

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

Come and see these goods,

It will be worth

35o

I

(5

your while.

Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

?

THEROSENTHAL FURNITURE Co
LIQUID VENEER

BARNES & RUSH,

Props

I

s.

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$100,000.00

1. M. CUNNINOHAn,
FRANK SPKiNUER,

$50,00900

President

O.

T.

HOSKINS,

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Lexs Vegas
t

' '

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Win. G. Haydofl
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposia

Cuhl.r

--1-

J4

L

SIX

A

0g8

BUSINESS

VEOAS DAILY
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THECU1EF0H

tL)otJy0 scrofula

..DIRECTORY

.
I - i
i
iirmMnma
CamIiJ. sores and ulcers on the body, skin affections, catarrhal troubles, weak
,.. .
:
a.
PVfttl Ann trftnflnt! ninr
- ..
TUa
the blood, pollutes and weakens this fluid, and In place of Its nutritive
Qualities fills the circulation with scrofnlnua
of the entire system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous taint.
vuuuuuuu in constant pnysicai sunermg, end grown to
unuuuajpimu uy ui iieana ana siuntea growth,
ana perhaps later some disease
of the bones or Joints develoDed. S. 8. S .
riven in their early life, would have prevented this.
It would have
cleansed and purified the blood of the taint, nourished and
stengthened
taeir systems, and assisted each to grow Into strong, healthful
or womanhood. S. S. S. Is the very best remedy for Scrofula. manhood
down to the bottom of the trouble, and cleanses the circulation Itofgoes
all
..
.
.
i:
Tt .i
afmfilmia
.tu.uvu9
iuoira.
Buppuos ma wean, aiseasea Diooa with strength
it
health-building
and
qualities, and under the purifying effects of this great
remedy all symptoms of Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains no minerals
u any loria, ana is an aDsoiuiaiy bale treatment for children, even
or persons of any age. Literature shout Scrofula and any medical infants,
advice
itf--a
tiCLfciU cu., ATLANTA, GA.
ThA
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HOMAS J..MORTIMER
EXPERTiSnOE REPAIRING
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FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand andDouglas Ave.
Las Vejras, N. M.
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Caused by a Withdrawal ef Blood
From the Brain, Says Modern
Physiology.
All the organs of life

say or other.

rest

iTIIE OPTIC!i lut

The heart has an

IfmT n n?ir? t i

In-

iWlUII

terval of rest between each combined
ct of contraction and expansion and
the beginning of a fresh act
Between each expiration of the lunjn
ind the succeeding Inspiration there
!s a period of repose.
Physiologist
have calculated that the heart r
poses during about
of the
Jme.

iLAS

eminent representatives of British
capital and Industry sailed from Liv
erpool on the steamship Empress of
Britain today for Canada. The party
is the most notable of ita kind that
ever left England for & visit to the
Dominion.
The London chamber of
commerce and the trades bodies of
many of the principal cities of the
are represented.
provinces
Other
members of the delegation Include the
chairmen or managing directors of
many of the leading Industrial con
cerns of Great Britain.
The party will arrive on June 6 at
Quebec, and from that point will begin their tour of the Dominion. The
delegation will travel from coast to
coast, seeing all that there Is to be
seen and observing all along the route
what openings there are for the de
velopment of British trade and the
location of British industries In Can
ada.

VEGAS GARAGE
Rll

D

"DTTMJT

j

416 Grand

f

Phone Main 447

Gneral

Ave
-

Garage

Business

Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER

I- N-'

Heavy Hardware and,'
Wtgon Material

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
1202

National Ave

Phone Main

71

published after July 1, 1912, penalties
and costs will be added, judgment?
recovered and property on whicl
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9
BUGENIO ROMERO,
Treasurer, San Miguel County, N. M.

ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Sixth and Douglas.

Phone Main

try and the best methods for stamp

Ing out Industrial diseases. The Am
erican Association for Labor legis
lation will Ibe In charge of the confer
ence and the participating bodies will
include the International Association
of Labor commissioners and the In
ternational Association of Factory Inspectors.

Henry Ferns. Hadar. lCuhr ia
father of ten children and for the past
20 years has used
Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound with the best of results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound is th hunt
cough medicine In the world for I
nave used it for the past 20 years and
can recommend it to anyone needing
a cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Co.

TAX PAYMENTS.
HOW'S THIS
Notice Is hereby givea that all unWe offer One Hundred Dollars Repaid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become ward for any case of Catarrh that
delinquent on June 1, 1912, and on cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
and after July 1, 1912,' will be nb Cure. .
F. J. CHENEY & CO, '
lect to 5 per cent penalty. The list
Toledo. O.
of delinquent taxes will be made and
We, the undersigned, have known

1912.

JOHN N. KINNEY

DISCUSS INDUSTRIAL DISEASES
Atlantio City. N. J., May 31. In con
nection with the annual convention of
the American Medical association
notable conference is to be held here
the coming week for the discussion
of health problems In modern indus

F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
Toledo,

Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.

40.

We havejon

- PETER P, MACKEL

hand'a complete stock of

(

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
West Side Plaza
Old Town
'

At The Most Reasonable Prices

'

..

....

THE ROMERO

ADV. CO

LAS VEGAO LUMBER CO.
Phone Main 150

Old Town

STOSE

Muslin Signs,

OR
Office

Lettering

Window Display Cards
& Bulletin Display
Signs

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. RaynoldsTice President
HaPett Raytioids Cashier
StephenB. Davis Vice President
O. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
'

Wall

ULL JLI?jLll

FounLIn Square

TONY'S SHOE SHOP
514i Sixth St.
CUSTOM REPAIRING,
RUBBER HEELS Etc.
FINEST WORKMANSHIP

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

H. C. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
520-6t- h

,

Street

E. Las Vegas

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and'Undividid Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- commodafion Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

H
Hi?!

PANZER'S
OLD TOWN
Tou can reduce the cost of your
living just half by having our Ice 111
your chest Tou will have no spoiled
milk or foods and In case of sickness,
you'll find that our pure Ice will be
yery beneficial.. Remember, our ic
Is made from the purest water, is
clear as a crystal, and we give you
accurate weight Try us when next
fa need of ioe.
THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227

A

Call and

BIG

DEPARTMENT

STORE

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

see our SHOE SPECIALS lor the next few days

Our unprecedented reductions on all foot wearwil
surprise you.

. DANZIGER &

f 0.

NO

t,

A. F.

i

EL

&

A M, Reular com
munication nrst and
'third Thoredaylaeaek

DORADO
LODGE
NO.
L
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS
Meets
every Monday eve
Bin In Caatle Hall
A'.'v Vlsibng Knights are
fv-cordial!
i
invited.

efT".
,Vi'N

Visiting
V's
Certain of the other organs suspend
ers cordially Invited
:helr activity in part during sleep.
j
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER. N. O. Herman. W. IL: B. R.
Did physiologists suDDOsed that ileen
Uumt.
TISEMENTS
nlr- Ch aeelloi
sas caused by the pressure of the
Secretary,
fj
f
Hood on the
brain. But modern
V..?' aV j ' "inmaadnr. Harry
physiology, with a tendency ta rerard
Martin. Keeper
it
; "n
veqa commandery. no. z. p
the brain as the orieln of all fmr
and Seal.
,ln
tnd of all functions of the body,
knight templar Rg
n .rfT ;:.:.. r:7 .
to the view that sleep Is
B. P. O ELKS
taused by a withdrawal of blood from
Mwi- - wnuxl
ch mo,th, at
day in
wll, b. Mk
.y
the brain.
vox,
j aonlo
fourth Tuesday evening
7:10
of
m.
at
Temple
p.
-L- i.-.CD.
As a rule, the lareer the brain tha
W f
month at O H. C hll
Re- v'taftia.
Chac
a
Tamme.
C;
more sleep it reauires. Webster want
I
brothers are cordially in't.1 Gaoorder.
to. bed at nine o'clock and rose at
. .
. i
.
R
v
ll. Hunker, Exalted linlr n
uo.
usea io say, cur
utucmi uriui
his
Ing
campaigns, T can do nothLA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No, , ROYAL
ing without nine hours' sleep."
ARCH MASONS iRegalar eonvoca-A curious trait has marked men of
ATTO UN KV.-uoa first Monday In each
large brain ,hat of sleenlne at will.
v
moxta at Masonle Tem
Bonaparte used to throw himself om
HUNKER A HUNKER
the ground and go to sleen within
ple, at T:I0 p. ta. M. R.
a jl4l.
Geo. H. Hunker
Cbeeirr
Hunt
a space of two minutes. Pitt was a
,
r
W S
i .
K 1l
William, H. P.; f. O.
n
sound sleeper, and slept night after
Attorneys at Law. '
Blood. Secretary.
Las Vegas,
nignt in tne house of comtnoni whtla
his colleagues watched the debate
OPTIC8 NUMBER, MAIN
RANSFORO
CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
ana roused him when It was n
.
arst and third Fridays la
,
sary that he should speak.
LOCAL TillECAKDi
,
oi Templa Mrs. T. Bewen.
VJatttcU
,
Worthy Matron; James O. RaUedge
HE DEPENDED ON HIS WIFE
EA8T BOUND
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Trlpa,
Arrive
W'ANTED Girl for
eean
Phone
Secretary.
Main
houseisa
general
in No. 2.... 0:10 n. m.
How the Nearsighted Old Man A.
n
Grand
work, wages $30. None
avenue.
without
most Slept Himself to Death,
No. 4... .ii;06
11:10 p. si
references considered. Apply at Op
p m.
Never
month.
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Eating.
tic oince.
Beems that an old man with anmt
nroDertv had marrloil an drioriv ioi
WANTED
Men and teams fnr
The lady was a sprightly dame, execu
lumber.
freighting
Steady work;
tive, nveiy ana keen. The bridegroom
good pay. Apply Leonard & Cousin,
could not see more than an inch hn.
East Las Vegas or Sands, N. M.
yond his nose, and he was nrettv hard
of hearing, too. So he depended a good
deal on his wife, you understand. He'd WANTED People to try the three
wane up in the morning and wonder If
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Hat-- 1
it wasn't time to get up for breakfast
lin, of the GatUn InsUtute of Trini
So he'd slide out of bed and look Into
dad, Colo. Located at 616 Main'
his wife's room. If she was up, he'd
street
If
was
she
begin dressing;
still in tha
hay, he'd go back and have another
nap. Well, the lady got on to this habit AGENTS wanted for the best sellers
of his. She fixed up a dummy out of
on the market Arizona Sales
bedclothes one morning just before
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.
sne went downstairs. The old man
came into the room an hour later,
squinted at the bed and said, "Anna's

It

For tttsnt

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

101 Uatti
O. R. C. Hall, on
8 o'clock.

w

,

jt

.

BABY CHICKS Pure bred S. C. Reds
10c.
Chicks from selected stock
15c.
All strong, vigorous chicks.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
FOR SALE

Cheap, good clean separ
ator. Ackerman Dairy.

Visiting members are No.
welcome.
B. Gearing,
DrWit; 3. T. Buhler. secretary; No.
0. H. Bally, treasarer.
No.

S

cordially

.
MODERN. unnnurU
-ur ADIEKIb
Meet In the forest of brother!
love at Woodmen of the Won
halL on the second and fourth Ft
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cla
Consul; G. Laemmle, CJerk. Vir
Ing neighbors are especially we
come and cordially Invited.

""ii.il

J. E. ROSENWALD

LODGE NO.

I. O. O. F
1.
Meets

LAS VEGAS Lfinnir wn
every Monday evening a:
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
Ing brethren cordially .Invited to at
tend. J .
Fridemstlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood

r.

1:25 a.
n

-

WEST ROUNU
1:20 p. m.
...1:46 p. m
6:10 a. m
6:15 n. bl
4:60 p. r
p. m,
6:36 p. m
7:00 . sa

1

'

Jas. C. Dahlmann. nervine- hf thirri
term as mayor. Omaha. Nebr.. arain
was successful in
receiving the overwhelming BUDDOrt Of tha voters In tho
primary election. He also successful
ly no nimseir of a bad case of kidney
trouble by the aid of Fnio KtAne
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and they have given
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerfully recommend them." What Foley
Kidney Pills have done for Mayoi
Dahlmann they will do for any other
person bothered with backache, rheumatism, or any other form of kidney
or bladder trouble. Just try them lor
quick and permanent results. O.
Red Cross Drug Co.
J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland
street, Wichita, Kansas, reporter
suffered from kidney troub'v had severe pains across my back, and .was
all played out I began taking Foley
Kidney Pills and soon there was a decided Improvement Finally the pain
left entirely and I am fully cured of
all my kidney trouble." O. G. Shbae- Lame back Is unsuaTly caused by
rheumatism of the muscles of the
back, for which you will find nothing
better than Chamberlain's Liniment
For sale by all dealers.

Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S. D.,
says: "I suffered with rheumatlnm
FOR SALE No. 7 Remington
for over eighj years, and It seemed at
Type
writer, two ribbons, good as new, F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueu times I. would go crazy with pain.
s&.00. See Ben Coles,
day evenings each month, at Wood Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
City HalL
m.
man naii. visiting Brotners cor Mired mv rheumatism and T
commend them." O. G. Shaefer, Re
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
dially Invited to attend. A. M Cross
Drug Co.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
batv chicks, $12 .per 100. Orders
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
retary.
Old papers for sale, 'optic office.

C

ens, Humboldt, Kan.

RET A II PRTflFS

rjiscclfancous
I

ANYONE interested In

the three day
liquor cure can call at 616 Main St.

THE Gatlln three days liquor cure
Reinforced Concrete of Old Rome.
is a guaranteed cure. No bad af
Although concrete has been used
ter
effects. 616 Main street
for many centuries, It is generally supposed that reinforced concrete Is a
modern Invention. This, however, has
been disproved, according to Popular
Mechanics bv tha finriln? nf hmm.a RTOT .PW
l
rr .n.ll
reinforcing rods In the concrete root
narness
ana
open buggy with red
oi an ancient noman tomb, and In the
tUscoverv of reinforced concrete In
gear. Horse branded TM on left
the construction of one of the walls
hip. Suitable reward for any Inforof the old palace of the Louvre, Paris.
mation leading to recovery. Ben
The reinforced concrete in the lat
'
Brohn.
ter dates back onlv 300 or 400 vears.
but created much comment because
the walls were thought to consist entirely of ashlar and auarrv stone. The
discovery that the stone casing con
cealed a core composed in part of reinforced concrete was made
while
workmen were piercing the wall for
an elevator Installation.

Stolen
1

England's Oldest Newspaper.
Besides belrfa the eovertiment'a bst
journalistic property, the London Ga
zette is also the oldest existing English newspaper. It published its first
number In 1665. In that troubled year
the court was at Oxford on anonnnt of
the plague and the paper bore the
name of the Oxford Gazette In consequence, not changing to its present
title until the twenty-fourtnumber.
We can get some Idea of the cost of
running it from the statement of one
of its rivals that the rival's charge for
"entertaining spies for. information"
was $2,500 In the first year. .

1:15 a. m
1:45 D. m

vs,,.. .

r

of Cousins!
Cousins are not as simple as they
leem. The very fact of being a cousin,
ar having a cousin, is complicated,
of cousinshlp is both
rhe laissez-faireluding and deluding cousins will be
jousins, even if you did not choose
them. They can- borrow money from
rou, visit you without being asked, tell
people they belong to your family,
sontest your will, even fall in love
with you and a cousin once removed
Is twice as apt to. Never completely
trust a cousin never depend on his
not doing any of these things. Never
take him for granted. The "cousinly
kiss" may or may not mean what It
means. And cousins always do kiss-- It's
part of being cousins.
(Not that cousins need necessarily
prove perilous. Once in a blue moon
they Invite you to Europe, or leave
rou money, but that almost always
takes an aunt or an uncle.) Atlantic.

8....

No.
No. 10

NO.
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641,
still asleep," and went right baok to
O. of B. B. Meets every fir
the feathers. After he had slept FOR RENT Two room
furnished
Tuesday of the month In the reatrv
awhile he took another observation.
house. 921 Lincoln.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i
Same business.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
It was ten days before he found out
VK KiiNT Furnished rooms. Mrs
how his wife had been fooling him. He
eordlcily Invited . Isaac Appel,
Dell Chambers, 710 Grand avenue.
blame near slept himself to death,
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
meanwhile. He never had a meal and
retary.
he got weaker and weaker, but he FOR RENT Suite
of
furnished
sever get up. He didn't know sit was
rooms
for light
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCt.
housekeeping.
And
old
had
the
morning yet.
lady
Good location.
.NO. 804. Meets second and fon
Price right.-Cutlethe time of her life; she had saved
Brothers.
Thursday In O. R. C. haH. Pion
$14.36 In groceries alone.
building. Visiting members are
Higgins, the driver of the pie wagon, told us this. And he swears It's
dially lnvled. Peter Emenaker. G.
true, but we swear not at all. CleveK., Richard Devlne, F. S
land Plain Dealer.
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FACTORY

IIANDLFT

ALWAYS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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OBTAINABLE

CAFE
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COLU M

one-fourt- h

Beware

SIGNS FOR YOUR
OFFICE,

con-

GOODS

ano regular dinners

For Salts

Get our quotations before buying

"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"

O

t

BEST

short orderi
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CAPITALISTS TO TOUR CANADA
London, May 31. Three-scor- e
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In some
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lbs. or More, Each Delivery

Ibe. to 2,008 Iba, Each
Delivery
Wt Ibe. to 1,00 lb., Eaot. DaUvwy
6S Iba. to 20S Iba
Eaeh Delivery
Lese Than 6 Iba, Each Delivery
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or 1M
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AGUA PURA COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors o Natural Ice, the Purit
7
and
t . 'ttVeffaS
wni,
rV
""vu tr inauc Ls&S
A... 701
Fameus Office
Douglas Avenue.
Lastine-Onalitlpon-

uac

f

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out ths
people to whom

amonr all
particular thing-- is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to some- a one wnoreaas treads, in this newspaper and would
of those who MIGHT

BUY-- the

-

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS

h

FOR CHILDREN,

t

TrsdeMM-K-

.

.

Don t ccpt
inytufasutut

farr

OertBinRnlief
rrifthDrN,
tl eadnrhe,
Constipation,
Stomach
Tronnlpn,
Teething
1 in
Den
order, tfand
rente tin ftroy
olds
worniii.
n 34 hour. o7
At all
A

DrugRiBTs,

Siot.

Bunple niailpd KRKK. Addrtwa.
A. S. OLMSTED. LRpy, N.Y- -

never
near or your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments,
.
.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of thinjs, they have come to be the finders 0f the
best markets!
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LABOR WORLD NOTES.

o

New England cotton mill owner
employ approximately 100,000 operatives.
The central laltor body has orgln-Isea provision trades council at
Oakland, Calif.

d

The Indiana conference typoKraphlc- al unions will meet at Muncle, Ind.,
July 21.
German Industrie employ nine million women, of whom 20,000 are employed In mining.
The Greek National assembly has
passed a drastic and sensible law reg
ulating the employment of women and
children.
An International conference of the
Association for the Prevention of In
dustrial Accidents will be held lu 7,t
rich Switsserland, next September.Under1 the new scale recently adopted by Bricklayers' union of San Francisco If the members work a full week
they must work 44 hours and earn In

that time $38.50.
The CIgarmakers'
International
union, by referendum vote, has decided to hold a general convention at
Baltimore, beginning September 10,
Its first convention in 16 years.
The efforts to organize 25,000 Jewish workers In the eaBt end of London
Is progressing successfully, and an
amalgamation of the English and Jewish tailoring unions Is already practic'
ally completed.
The Hotel and Restaurant Employ
es' International Alliance and Barter
dors' International league Is authority
for the statement that the international union Is considering the advisability
of erecting a building for 1U general
'
headquarters.
At Its next annual convention which
will meet at Detroit on June 10, the
Bookbinders International union Is to
take up the questions of establishing
ah old age pension By stem and of
founding a home for sick and disabled
members of the union.

The Journeymen Stone Cutter's association reiiorts that during tha last
year 66 local branches obtained a material increase in wages, the total aggregating close to $300,000. In addition to this 24 new locals have ben
added to tbe association.
Track foremen of the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad
company demand a change in their
r
daily rule, to eight hours on
Saturday and time and a half on Sun-day, as well as on other days for all
overtime. There are about 600 trac.i
foreemn on the system and the average wage Is said to be $16 per week.
of
The International Brotherhood
Electrical workers Is endeavoring to
induce the unions of the seceding faction to return to the parent body by
offering to receive such unions "without money or without price," and to
accord to the membership of all su h
"penitent" unions all privileges now
enjoyed by the affiliated locals.
The formation of a gigantic ledera-- .
tion of employes of the United States
government, patterned after the Amerl
can Federation of Labor and embrac- of
Inz all the various orgaciai'ions
civil service workers, is proposed In
a circular letter which Is being scut
out by the National League cf GovernL.
ment employes through George
Grain, the president' of 'he organisa'
tion.
ten-hou-

1

EXPOSITION AT SOFIA.
Sofia, Bulgaria, May 31. Following months of preparation the Bulgarian international exposition will be
opened here tomorrow, to continue
through the Bummer, x The exhibition
Is given under the direction of the
minister of commerce and agriculture, and embraces all products of
Industry, commerce, agriculture, arts,

Instruction, hygiene, and sports. The
exhibition has been widely advertised
and It Is expected to attract a large
number of visitors to Sofia during
the summer months.
Old papers for sale.

Optic office.
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The 10.OH)
price of furs skyward.
men and women employed
in the
manufacture of fur garments are
with conditions as they ex
WORK
IS
INTERCOLLEGIATE
CONTESTS
ist and a general etrike Is threatenI. C A. A. Winner to Date
ed. The officers of the Furriers in1894 Yale
ternational union will meet tn this
ANNUAL REPORT SHOWS IT HAS 1ST6 Princeton
1877 Columbia
1893 Yale ,
DISPENSED 2,398 DAYS' CHAR
city tomorrow to take a ballot on the
1878 Columbia
1S96 Yale
question of calling a general strike.
ITY TREATMENT
1879 Columbia
1897 Pennsylvania The eight-hou- r
workday. Increases In
1880 Harvard
1898 Pennsylvania wages averaging 25 per cent and rec
T
aunuarreport of fie Las Vegas 1881 Harvard
1899 Pennsylvania ognition of the union, are the points
1900 Pennsylvania involved.
hospital shows that Institution, dur- 1882 Harvard
1901 Harvard
lng the past 12 months, to have lived 1883 Harvard
FESTIVAL AT BETHLEHEM.
1902 Yale
dp to its reputation for efficient ser- 1884 Harvard
1903 Yale
Bethlehem, Pa., May
vice. One hundred and nine patients 1885 Harvard
hem was today the mecca for music
1904 Yale '
have received treatment in the hos- 1886 Harvard
1887
1905 Cornell
Yale
lovers, large numbers of whom ar
pital. To show the amouut of char1888
on every train to attend the anrived
1906
Cornell
Harvard
work
done
the
it
roay
by
ity
hospital
1907 Pennsylavnla nual two days' Bach festival given
be stated that during the past year 1889 Yale
1908 Cornell
under the auspices of Lehigh, univer
2,398 days of free treatment were 1890 Harvard
1909 Harvard
sity. This la the seventh festival of
given while only a little more than 1891 Harvard.
1910 Pennsylvania the kind to be given
here and It
that number of days' treatment paid 1892 Harvard
- promises to be fully as successful
1911 Cornell
for was recorded, the Institution re- 1893 Yale
from an artistic standpoint as any ot
ceiving pay for 2,656. Only 19 paPhiladelphia, Pa., May 31. Star ath its predecessors. The soloists are:
tients died during the year. When
it is taken Into consideration that letes representing more than a score Soprano, Mrs. Mary Hissem de Moss;
sevei"al of the patients, when admit-- ' ot tne leading American colleges and contralto, Mrs. Gertrude May
tenor, Nicholas Uouty, and
ted, were In the last stages of disease universities lined upon Franklin field
afternoon for the preliminaries Frank Croxton, baas.
The soloists
it will be seen that the work accom-rth,- s
annual cham will be assisted by the Bach choir of
plished in saving and prolonging hu- in the
man life has been wonderful. During plonship track and field meeting of 200 voices. The orchestral parts will
the year the institution received $10,- the Intercollegiate Athletic assocla be played by members of the Philas
490.52.
This money was received tion. Tomorrow the final events to delphia orchestra.
from all sources. Including $G00, which determine the titles will be held. Har
It was necessary to borrow. The ex- vard, Cornell, Pennsylvania and Yale
POLISH FALCONS MEET
out
all have strong, well rounded
McKeesport, Pa,, May 31. With hunpenditures were $10,397.22, leaving
balance In the treasury of $93. The teams, and 'all Indications point to dreds of delegates In attendance the
hospital cares for charity patients at keen and close competitions for the fraternal order Of the Polish Falcons
Numerous other col- of the United States and Canada bean average yearly expense of over hcampionshi'ps.
$3,000 a year, it does this work cheer- leges are represented by Individual gan Its biennial convention today In
brilthe neighboring town of Glassport.
fully and would do more if possible. stars that are expected to shine
An annual deficit In the finances often liantly in some of the various events. The entire Polish population of westembarrasses the lntsitutlon, but It Is
ern Pennsylvania turned out for the
FURRIERS MA.Y STRIKE.
All the prominent offlcers
occasion.
doing excellently In spite of the shortNew York, May 31. Here's where and members of the organization were
ness of funds, The hospital flllj a
has. a on hand, but out of consideration for
need that is a real one. It provides the
public
the best of care for sick persons who chance to laugh. The price of coal the telegraphers and compositors their
come here. Many of them would te has advanced and now It Is learned names are omitted. Tomorrow morna burden upon the city were U not that fur coats, muffs and neck pieces ing the delegates will have a big par
for the hospital. Many of them are likely to cost more, Just as If ade In McKeesport, followed by an
would suffer for bodily comforts as anyone cared at (the beginning of afternoon of outdoor sporta at Olympia
well as proper care were It not for summer.
The recent miners' etrike park.
,
the hospital. It Is .for this reason boosted the price of coal and the
that Las Vegas people, realizing the same cause is expected to send the
The Owe print all the new

LAS VEGAS HOSPITAL

00IM0D

usefulness of tbe Intbitution, have always been glad to ofTtT it what isslst-ae they could afford.
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Ten Thousand

Underwood

Typewriter
have been sold to the Westers
Union Telegraph Company for

V

,,t-

-

' '

J

r

use in all offices throughout
its vast organization.
1

All

Telegrams, Ni;!.t

ani

Day

Letters in the future will he
typewritten onihe Ucderwqod.

Steln-Balle-

SE

mm

0.

.

thirty-sevent-

SALE HI

Every well known writing machine was carefully
by the purchasing committee and the Underwood won

h

from the standpoints of practical utility and mechanical cons
' t
truction.
f
tj

tr

(

TYPEWRITER COUPJUIY,

UNDERWOOD

J
t

321 WEST GOLD STREET

ALBUOUEEOUE, N. MEX.

309 NORTH

EL PASO,

OREGON

ST.,

'

li.

CORPORATED

TEXAS.

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

32

t

11

h
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TME IM.T
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"LTAS turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes.

Iti s
prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.
.

1 111 lb

OPTIC PUBLISHING

1

PHONE F1AIN 2

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, MAY 31, 1912.

?RESH IN FRUITS
WE HAVE
Tar",

V

"Apricots
Grape Fruit
Table Apples

nes

r.a-.-a-

IN FRESH VEGETABLES
Fresh Tomatoes
Young Beets
Asparagus
Young Onions
Spinach

dance at the Armory Sat-

Tho

SHE DAVIS'
THE CASH GROCER

. .

For Saturday
IN FRESH VEGETABLES

Strawberries

Leaf Lettuce

Dewberries

New Cabbage

'

Radishes

Oranges
Bananas

Grape Fruit

Spring Onions
Parsley
'

Pineapple
Apricots & etc

Cucumbers!
Spinach
Peas, NewTotatoes

S

H. STEA
GROCER

SEE! This fine' Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

LUDVIC

furniture,

Mur-phey- 's

Hi

a Delight
it.

Send in your lace curtains,
we are equiped to handle

GERMAN-

BUFFET

for-th-

e

young

The more staple shapes in Panamas and Soft
Straws seem best for the more sedate. We have
any thing you want I" the line of '

STRAWS

OLD EIPY WHISKEY
CQQRS

Fresh Kansas City and Native Heats,

All Brands of Bottled

SO

I

Beer

as Possible Considering Quality.

Having Remodeled our Store and now having Two Large Floors and a Basement for the
display of our New Spring Stock of Furniture
and Household Goods, We especialy invite you
to" our

SUHAIER OPENING
and Saturday, May

Friday
A

31

and June I.

Valuable Household Souvenier Will be Given
Every Lady

J.

m

JOHHSEH
G23 BQUSLMS

COA

L-:-

a DOFJ

AWE.

a'D 'VJO O ES

NUT
LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WRITE

Phone Vegas 133 for

617 Douglat

IS

GRADUATION PRESE

FRESH

AT

i

Family Trade Solicited

SANITARY
1

Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

515 DOUGLAS

Are

AUKCK

I

.

AVa

BAKERY

Come tind Try Your Luck

It is Easiest to Choose
From a Full Assortment
BSillHSSiiSI

Fresh Chicken, Fish; Smoked an Salt Fish
All Kinds Always,

LADIES OF LAS '.VEGAS

and Bonded Whiskies

Las Vegas Steam
A'.'-' Laundry
?oae Mtio

TO THE

For the Choicest of

GOLDEN BEER ON

-- DRAUGHT-

these properly.
Ask those who have tried

'

Record books, graduation cards,
dainty gift books, initial stationery,
fountain pens, Huyler's candy, Liggetfs candy, all make nice gifts.
Best assortment in the city at Mur
phey's drug Btore.

eiAL Annoy uCEMECJT

OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF

;

Some Very Neat Fern Dishes Small
Jardiniers Just Received
&

These have decorations in burnt wood effects and are very
novel and inexpensive.
CO.

The low crownfwide brim sailor
man is very popular.

Blank-

ets is pleasing all who see it,
our method leaves them soft
and velvety like new.

,

IVJUUUd

U

Our work in Navajo

Best of Eyerylhing Eatable

THE GR.MF & IIAWARD

Delayed
Straw hat time is at last here. Our Stock Is
Just brim full of new things.

FAil

Rosen-Admissio-

you it is satisfactory.

As Cheap

ILF ELD'S

Titanic pictures. Browne theater
HE 18 STILL LOOKING.'
Finch's Golden Wedding Rjs, aged tonight.
In the wood. Direct front distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
Spanish dance tonight at
FOil HIS F1ESA
thai hall.
free.
nicer
the
tqr
girl graduate
Nothing
than a box of fine stationary.
Send her a box of Liggetfg choco- BEN BRUHN RENTS RIG TO MAN
drug store has a splendid line. lates for her graduation, gift. It's the
WHO HA8 FAILED TO RETURN
purest and best candy made. Fresh
TO TOWN
A fancy box of Initial stationery at
Murphey's drug store.
makes an ideal gift for the young lady
Ben Bruhn, the liveryman, has come
graduate. A big line at Murphey'a
A big line of commencement antH to the conclusion that he is loser a
drug store.
gift books for graduation presents at horse and buggy, rented last Sunday
Murphey's drug store.
by a man giving his name as Hansen.
Hello!" Where" are you
going?
A hotel keeper and a restaurant
To the White Kitchen to get a good
BASEBALL TOMORROW
have made a similar de
25c meal. Home cooking. Open day
The Las Vegas Maroons tomorrow duction regarding $10.25 given the
and night
will meet the Albuquerque Graysat man on checks made
payable to "ParAmusement park In the first game of ker" and signed by "Hansen." HanA fountain pen makes a useful
e
the season between these two
sen alias Parker, appeared atBruhn's
graduation gift for the young man rivals. The game will be the first of
stable last Sunday morning and
livery
Murassortment
at
graduate. A good
a series of two. The Duka City hired a rig for a trip to "his farm" 18
phey'a drug store.
team is reputed to be a strong aggre- miles out on the mesa. '
gation and Manager Padilla expects to
When the man did not return at
A useful household souvenir given
give the Maroons a run for the money the appointed time Mr. Bruhn supto every lady calling at our store Fri tomorow afternoon and in tha game
posed that he had been delayed in re
day and Saturday. J. C. Johnson, & Sunday afternoon.
Sorensefl, one of turning from his mesa holdings, and
Son.
the late additions to the Las Vegas not until he had learned of the two
squad, is scheduled to work on the
checks did he suspect that the
Mrs. Harriet Van Peten has issued mound, for the locals, Buckles work- bogus
man bad made his getaway with a
Wedneson
luncheons
for
invitations
ing on the receiving end. O'Bannon perfectly good horse and buggy. By
day June 5 and Tuesday June 11 and will do the twirling for the Grays. Toto Watrous Mr. Bruhn
for a card party on the afternoon of day's Albuquerque Journal says of the telephoning
learned
the man had stopped
that
Friday June 7.
,
contest:
there for dinner Sunday and had in
Manager Dan Padilla, of the Albu- quired the road to Wagon Mound.
Juan Ortega reported this morning querque Grays, with his ball club, But
that was as far as the alleged
to Chief of Police Ben Coles the theft will leave tomorrow morning for Las
horsethief could bo traced.
of a revolver and a suit of clothes Vegas, where the Grays will play a
The man passed two checks for
from his second hand store on Bridge series of two games with the unde$10.25 each at the Cafe de Luxe and
street east of the bridge. The rob. feated Maroons of that city.
the New Optic hotel. These were
bery was committed last Sunday night
Padilla expects to take signed by Hansen and made payable
Manager
the thief making his entrance by forc- along a strong line-uand rleslpte the to Parker, the man having given that
ing the back door. Why Ortesa delay fact that Las Vegas has 'not been de- as his name. Mr. tsrunn expects 10
ed in reporting the robbery is not feated this season, believes that his
get on the trail of the man and hopes
known.
aggregation will give them two hard to recover his steed and buggy.
contests, If It doesn't win both games.
GARCIA IS GUILTY.
O'Bannon is scheduled to pitch
Spanish grand ball tonight at Fra
After a short hearing thlB morning Saturday's game and on Sunday, the
Brotherhood hall. Admission
ternal
Judge David J. Leahy in the district Meadow City fans are promised a free, 5 cents per dance. Fine music,
of
court found Adolfo Garcia guilty
surprise in the pitching link, by the fine floor.
Tesisting an officer and sentenced appearance of a well known star with
him to a fine of $10. Bernabe Ortiz a record for victories.
NOTICE
and- - Beatriz Ortiz, charged with the
It is said that the Indian school
All persons knowing themselves to
same offense, will be given a hear- team will go to Las VeKas on next be indebted to me will
please call and
ing later.
Friday,' playing there on June 7, 8 and settle at once.
After disposing of the Garcia case 9. If the Grays lose to Las Vegas,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
the court took up the damage suit of the Indians will be the logical team
Prospero Baca against the Santa Fe to play the Maroons, since their de"HARVEYS" IS OPEN
Baca wishes to feat of the Grays yesterday ranks
railway company.
Thirtieth season, MT. Harvey in
collect damages for two cows, which, them as one of the fastest teams in charge. Auto to carriage house, Wedhe claims, were killed by a train.
the state, if not in- the southwesr.
nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return
ing same day. For passage - phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's,
ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.

this service, they will tell

Sausages of

IV.

Apply 1016

BLANKETS

GROCERS
AII
a
Try Sack You'll Like

At The Home of The

Though Greatly

air-tigh-

IIAVAJO

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. Sra.OO
Wa porchased several carload! of this beautiful dinner-war- e,
and our
large purchase enabled the manufacturer to Rive as an exclusive design
and a very low price. We are charging part of tne cost to "advertising
to
of
ask
a
and
of the
actual
the
cost
you
pay
only
expense,"
set. It la of a beautiful "Cosmos" percentage
desiira and cannot be duplicated in
quality for less than tli in any retail china store. It Is guaranteed by both,
the manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon in every sack of LARABE&VS Flour. Send nn five
in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
coupons and
send you one of these beautiful sets by freiKht. AUtiress coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company.
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.
The coupons In LARA BKE'8 Flour are also good for Sogers' tSilvorwsr
and other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

household

Great and Grand t.lAJESHG RAftGE

oW-tlm-

IN FRUITS

Head Lettuce

SaleAll

Piano $100.
Fifth street at once.

Mint

STRAW HATS

Malleabel and Charcoal Iron
t
is built on honor of the best materials built scientifically
joints no heat escapes no col d air enters saves half your fuel bill.
Hundreds or thousands in use every, one of them giving complete
satisfaction. You owe it to yourself to know the MAJESTIC RANGE.
Call and see the different styles at
,

Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

rugs, etc.

Bermuda Onions

BY

Souvenir

urday night

For

Young Carrots
Young Turnips
Radishes
Lettuce
Soup Bunches
Parsley
Rhubarb

Leek
New Potatoes

SALE

ttc'.iei

Browna

Sea the attractive commencement
books at Murphey'a drug store.

Oranges

Asparagus
Soup Bunches

to it, then,
Buying a range is not an everyday occurrence
you get the BEST. The fir st cost of the GREAT MAJESTIC may
be a little more than some otnrs, but the durability the wearing
qualities that enable the GREAT MAJESTIC to outwear three ordinary ranges makes it much cheaper in the end.

that
Titanic pictures.

tries

. ..

THE RANGE WITH THE REPUTATION

LOCAL NEWS

t night.

California Cherries
t .raw

j

GOODS
Fly Time will Soon be Here
Goto

BOUCHER'S

CALL AND SEE THEM

STOIE
Street

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS- -

"The Store of Satisfaction"

egas 121

We have allarge'assortment

of

SCREEN DQORSWINDOW SCREENS

and WIRE, ALL WIDTHS

at

LOWEST PRICES

Goanc LurjDER m.

